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Abstract

This white paper is a reader-friendly description of a decentralized ROIC FINANCE 

system. As we are all aware, the rise of digital currency has enabled a new econ-

omy to develop alongside the current old economy based on centralized institu-

tions. However, a lot of investors keep their digital assets on hold without making 

any profit, especially during the bear market period. On the other hand, we find 

another type that does not invest, because of fear of fraud and deception, which is 

something that has increased in recent times because of the initial coin offerings.

 

ROIC FINANCE is a new system created by the Venera Chain team for the purpose 

of selling and distributing network VCH coins. And solve all the problems of ICOs 

in the market, reduce the loss of investors, and restore their confidence in the 

cryptocurrency markets.

ROIC FINANCE system offers powerful incentives for return on investment. In con-

trast to other cryptocurrency tokens, the VCH is a highly unique token that utilizes 

Auto staking Protocol and enables one to make money in the real world. Creating 

a new financial system that makes staking easier than ever, and gives VCH hold-

ers the highest returns, and the best rewards.  By collecting people’s intentions, 

A financial revolution will be facilitated through ROIC FINANCE, making everyone 

more financially and socially connected and empowered.
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1. VENERA CHAIN 

1.1 Introducing VENERA CHAIN
VENERA CHAIN is a first layer blockchain network to create smart contracts such 

as (Ethereum, Solana, Harmony, Kava) and others. It is based on a unique system 

called DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph) that provides services to blockchain projects 

in the field of decentralized finance (DeFi) and relies on the Proof of Stake meth-

od, by creating an internal digital currency to operate the Venera Chain network 

and symbolizes the currency as VCH.

The Venera Chain team seeks innovation to solve the problems related to the 

complex traditional method of validators in the rest of the networks and make 

them more fluid and interactive to increase the decentralization of the network. 

Blockchain technology’s path to popularization is based on creating a seamless 

user experience, just as the Internet needs Web 2.0 to engage people with more 

social, useful, and interoperable functions. With groundbreaking dApp experienc-

es, VCH is preparing to launch Web 3.0 on the VENERA CHAIN network which will 

become a full-fledged chain in the future.

While the market is still 

new, the potential of decen-

tralized applications is still 

mostly unexplored. VENERA 

CHAIN Emphasizing high 

throughput and low trans-

action costs, VCH will help 

accelerate the adoption of 

blockchain technology on a 

larger scale by supporting 

several innovative projects.
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1.2 Purpose of VENERA CHAIN 
While providing an opportunity for users to test this technology on the VENERA 

CHAIN. Our purpose has always been to simplify this technology and make it 

available to everyone without experience while setting high standards for securi-

ty, reliability, and guardianship. Our goal is to facilitate the acquisition and staking 

of VCH within the system, thus giving holders the opportunity to expand their fi-

nances. It allows every owner to access their financial freedom quickly and effec-

tively. And reduce the barrier to entry in complex financial systems. VCH operates 

as a fully decentralized, community-focused digital asset.

VENERA CHAIN recently accelerated this process, by creating an innovative sys-

tem, and our new VCH token, that transforms investing and restores people’s 

confidence in the investing world of currencies.
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2.VENERA CHAIN and ROIC FINNACE

The VENERA CHAIN team has developed a brand-new system called ROIC FI-

NANCE for the sale and distribution of VENERA CHAIN (VCH) network currency. 

They developed solutions to all of the market’s issues with initial coin offers (ICOs) 

in a novel and distinctive method. to lessen investors’ losses and increase their 

involvement in the enterprise. 

For an annual return with weekly earnings at extremely excellent rates, ROIC FI-

NANCE encourages investors to purchase the VCH network currency. The compa-

ny also works to draw the most VALIDATORS in order to promote decentralization 

on the VENERA CHAIN network. 

You can make regular passive income by saving your VENERA CHAIN in the ROIC 

FINANCE system, which operates with an automatic staking mechanism. 
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The VENERA CHAIN team has developed a brand-new system called ROIC FI-

NANCE for the sale and distribution of VENERA CHAIN (VCH) network currency. 

They developed solutions to all of the market’s issues with initial coin offers (ICOs) 

in a novel and distinctive method. to lessen investors’ losses and increase their 

involvement in the enterprise. 

For an annual return with weekly earnings at extremely excellent rates, ROIC FI-

NANCE encourages investors to purchase the VCH network currency. The compa-

ny also works to draw the most VALIDATORS in order to promote decentralization 

on the VENERA CHAIN network. 

You can make regular passive income by saving your VENERA CHAIN in the ROIC 

FINANCE system, which operates with an automatic staking mechanism. 

You will receive weekly bonuses and an annual return for holding the VENERA 

CHAIN (VCH).

The creation of the VCH token, which will alter the way people think about invest-

ing, inspire faith in people, and reestablish confidence in the currency market, 

was made possible by the development of blockchain technology.
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You will receive weekly bonuses and an annual return for holding the VENERA 

CHAIN (VCH). The creation of the VCH token, which will alter the way people think 

about investing, inspire faith in people, and reestablish confidence in the curren-

cy market, was made possible by the development of blockchain technology.

The automatic staking function is a simple but rather complex feature that, in es-

sence, shortens the time required to stake a wager (buy - stake -rewards). Holders 

of VCH tokens have access to it through the ROIC mechanism. FINANCE BEST 

WEEKLY AND YEARLY REWARDS. Within the ROIC network architecture, each to-

ken purchase is automatically and immediately recorded. FINANCE. That is, the 

system will begin calculating and storing your reward as soon as you purchase a 

VENERA CHAIN (VCH) token.

VCH can be applied to business dealings. But there’s more to the VENERA CHAIN. 

With the help of predetermined requirements that must be satisfied, smart con-

tracts enable the facilitation of contracts on the network. Decentralized apps, or 

DApps for short, are things for which software can be developed. VENERA CHAIN 

is now a decentralized network and is not under the jurisdiction of a single entity, 

just as anything found on the blockchain.

Because VENERA CHAIN employs Proof of Stake with consensus, it needs dele-

gates and auditors to safeguard the network. The validator will receive a VCH to-

ken for each new transaction they verify and upload to the network. On VENERA 

CHAIN, anyone can register as an auditor and either build their own node or rent 

a community node. The rewards vary according to the network’s transactions and 

the amount of VCH that is present. You could lose all or part of your VCH if your 

chosen validator makes a crucial error.

As an alternative, you can combine your VCH with the ROIC FINANCE system to 

receive weekly and annual staking bonuses. ROIC FINANCE allows you to with-

draw your weekly VCH bonus at any time regardless of how long you have sub-

scribed to the system.
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3.VCH Token

VCH Token is a token based on VENERA CHAIN. The platform’s primary user base, 

VCH holders, will enjoy many perks in exchange for their continued support of 

the token. VCH Token is a new cryptocurrency created using decentralized smart 

contracts on the VENERA CHAIN networks.

VCH Token parallels the massive rise of the modern web demonstrating that 

blockchain technology has great growth potential and transformative potential. 

VENERA CHAIN token provides a maximum supply = of 400,000,000 VCH.

The minimum amount of VCH to stake in the ROIC FINANCE system is 1000 VCH. 

The automatic price is expected to rise rapidly in the first weeks and months of 

the project. If the purchases are greater, the price will continue to rise.

All holders of the VCH token will receive a profit rate that varies according to the 

Staking period. Weekly bonuses may potentially reach +100% of the annual tokens 

profit . ROIC FINANCE Auto Staking program is providing outstanding revenue 

and huge weekly rewards. Staking with ROIC FINANCE is an extremely simple 

process. You just hold stackable VCH tokens and receive a reward. No extra steps 

or technical knowledge are required. The investor gets a weekly return from Auto 

Restacking. It is a strong incentive for the staking process, which is unique to the 

ROIC FINANCE system.
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4.Summary

Since VENERA CHAIN   uses consensus in Proof of Stake, it requires auditors and 

delegates to secure the network. And ROIC FINANCE provides validators to VEN-

ERA CHAIN. The number of validators that ROIC FINANCE gives to VENERA CHAIN 

will be extremely high. Every time the validator verifies new transactions and 

adds them to the blockchain, they will be rewarded with a VCH token. Anyone 

can become an auditor on VENERA CHAIN   and create their own node or rent a 

community node. The rewards depend on the amount of VCH present and the 

transactions within the network.

Alternatively, you can partner your VCH with the ROIC FINANCE system to earn an 

annual storage bonus and weekly bonus. ROIC FINANCE allows you to withdraw 

your weekly VCH bonus at any time regardless of how long you have subscribed 

to the system.

And that is one of the biggest reasons why ROIC FINANCE was built, to be avail-

able for everyone. Because investing has always been possible only for those with 

enormous wealth. We discover that most, if not all, of them, are made for wealthy 

investors, who at the end of the day take home all the big wins. 

Regardless of skill level or investment amount, blockchain, according to ROIC FI-

NANCE is a game-changer in the investment sector, combining it with creative 

and unconventional ideas to go directly to individuals looking for investment po-

tential. Now, joining ROIC FINANCE will put you ahead of the curve.

ROIC FINANCE extends to meeting the demands of investors looking for high 

returns, which were previously impossible with other investments. To keep you 

interested in the new financial protocol, you will do so with an easy and reliable 

entry point that gives you a premium experience. The distributed economy will 

benefit from the new financial flows provided by ROIC FINANCE, which will also 

support innovative new initiatives and raise the value of VCH.
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By offers a sophisticated warehousing approach, with a high-profit fund based 

on highly accurate operations, not to mention other benefits it offers, such as af-

filiate marketing and weekly earnings, as well as big prizes and strong incentives. 

The gap between past and current investments is bridged by connecting  ROIC 

FINANCE with VENERA CHAIN. In terms of the principles of past investing and 

current investing.

We seek to restore the confidence of investors and solve all the problems of financ-

ing systems between past and current investments by connecting ROIC.FINANCE 

system with VENERA CHAIN. We focus on gaining the loyalty of our customers 

and meeting their needs. Our ability to treat clients fairly and according to their 

expectations is what defines our credibility and reputation. To continue adapting 

enough to meet the changing needs of our customers, we constantly track mar-

ket trends and stay abreast of the latest technologies and developments.

ROIC FINANCE delivers high returns through the mechanisms by which it op-

erates. You get paid to hold VCH for a predetermined period of time that you 

choose. And an annual interest rate of up to 100% not to mention the weekly bo-

nus that you receive periodically.

Thanks to the power of decentralization (Defi), a combination of ROIC FINANCE 

and VENERA CHAIN. It gives you a guaranteed return without risk, with any in-

vestment capital. ROIC FINANCE is built on solid foundations with a long-term 

vision, offering you a range of incentives and opportunities that provide a better 

balance for your investment.


